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ABSTRACT
We compile detrital $^{10}$Be concentrations of Alpine rivers, representing the denudation rates pattern for 375 catchments across the entire European Alps. Using a homogenized framework, we employ state-of-the-art techniques for inverting in-situ $^{10}$Be concentrations into denudation rates. From our compilation, we find that (i) while lithologic properties and precipitation/runoff do influence erosion mechanisms and rates at the scale of individual catchments and in some specific Alpine regions, such controls do not directly stand for the entire Alps, (ii) as also previously suggested, catchment-wide denudation rates across the entire European Alps closely follow first-order Alpine topographic metrics at the scale of individual catchments or selected Alpine sub-regions. However, in addition to previous local-scale studies conducted in the European Alps, our large-scale compilation highlights a functional relationship between catchment-wide denudation and mean catchment slope angle. Catchment-wide denudation positively correlates with mean catchment slope up to a threshold angle (25–30°). Above this threshold, any correlation between catchment-wide denudation and slope as well as other catchment metrics breaks apart. We can reconcile these systematic patterns by proposing a regional erosion model based on diffusive-transport laws for catchments located below the slope threshold angle. In oversteepened catchments situated above-threshold slopes, erosion is stochastic in nature, as glacial carving likely caused a partial decoupling between hillslope and fluvial domains with complex topographic relationships and sediment connectivity patterns.

Finally, we identify a first-order positive relationship between modern geodetic rock uplift and catchment-wide denudation for the European Alps. The observed spatial pattern is highly variable and possibly reflects the surface response to deep geodynamic mechanisms prevailing in the different Alpine regions. We conclude that today’s topography and geomorphic features of the entire Alps are the result of a millenial-scale geomorphic response to past glacial processes and active rock uplift, highlighting a link between external and internal drivers for mountain erosion.
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1. Introduction

The formation and evolution of mountain reliefs represent striking evidence of the interplay between internal (i.e. tectonics) and external (climate and erosion) driving processes (e.g. Whipple, 2009; Chapman et al., 2012, 2014). Yet, constraining these processes and their relative contributions to mountain dynamics is challenging, mainly because of the various spatial and temporal scales involved (e.g. Whipple, 2001; Willett et al., 2006; Tomkin and Roe, 2007; Herman et al., 2018). Some studies have succeeded in showing the role of climate and tectonics in overall mountain topographic evolution such as for the Andes (Montgomery et al., 2001; Thomson et al., 2010). For the Olympic Mountains, a long-term “steady-state” has been proposed between tectonics and climate-driven erosion (e.g. Willett and Brandon, 2002), and a significant topographic (slope) control on erosion patterns has been evidenced (Montgomery and Brandon, 2002). However, such functional relationships between erosion and topography have remained elusive for other mountain ranges, especially for those where steady-state conditions as have not been fully demonstrated. During the past decades, terrestrial cosmogenic nuclides, and in particular concentrations of in-situ produced $^{10}$Be in river sediments, have been widely used to quantitatively average denudation rates over centennial to millennial timescales (see Granger and Schaller, 2014 for a review). Scientific research using this approach was conducted in various geological settings characterized by contrasting geodynamic as well as climatic settings (e.g. review in Codilean et al., 2018). These studies have provided major outcomes regarding the influence of topography and rock strength (e.g. DiBiase et al., 2010; Scharff et al., 2013; Olivetti et al., 2016), runoff variability (e.g. DiBiase and Whipple, 2011), or crustal processes (e.g. Wittmann et al., 2007; Legrain et al., 2015) on landscape erosion. In addition, large-scale studies have also evidenced the coupling between topographic pre-conditioning and climate forcing, such as for the Andes (Carretier et al., 2013; 2018; Reber et al., 2017) and the Indian Peninsula (Mandal et al., 2015). The European Alps are particularly well studied, with the density of sampling sites being currently the highest worldwide. Previous studies addressed various scientific scopes including but not limited to (i) tracing of the detrital material provenance (e.g. Delunel et al., 2014a; Savi et al., 2014), (ii) exploring the litho-tectonic controls on denudation rates (e.g. Norton et al., 2010, 2011; Cruz Nunes et al., 2015; Glaus et al., 2019), (iii) quantifying the impact of the landscape’s transcience on erosion and sediment flux (e.g. Salcher et al., 2014; Dixon et al., 2016; Grischott et al., 2017a), (iv) investigating the relationships between climate, orography and denudation (e.g. Chittenden et al., 2014; Delunel et al., 2010) and (v) searching for the rock-uplift controls on erosion and landscape relief (e.g. Wittmann et al., 2007; Glotzbach et al., 2013). The main outcomes from most of these studies converged towards a general picture where rock uplift, bedrock erosional resistance, landscape relief, catchment susceptibility to frost-cracking, sediment connectivity and also the degree of landscape transience best explain the spatial distribution of in-situ $^{10}$Be concentrations measured in river sediments and therefore associated catchment-wide denudation rates. However, most of the above studies were conducted on a rather local scale (i.e. regionalization approach for base levels together with morphometric, uplift and climate variables), and concentrations of in-situ $^{10}$Be measured in river material have generally been converted into denudation rates using different $^{10}$Be production rates and scaling schemes, as well as local digital elevation models of various resolutions. In addition, most of the calculated denudation rates were not consistently corrected for snow cover (Schildgen et al., 2005; Delunel et al., 2014b). As a result, the interpretation of inferred denudation rates in terms of underlying controls and driving mechanisms has been often site specific. Therefore, in order to assess and deconvolve large-scale mechanisms and processes controlling the observed Alpine denudation rates and their spatial variability, methodologically-consistent and regional-scale investigations of catchment-wide denudation variability for each Alpine region (i.e. for the Western, Central and Eastern Alps) are much needed.

Here, we present a compilation of published and new in-situ $^{10}$Be concentrations measured in Alpine river sediments and use them to investigate catchment-wide denudation across the entire European Alps. Our main objective is to go beyond previous investigations at the scale of individual catchments or Alpine sub-regions, and to rather characterize the dominant landscape and/or environmental parameters controlling both the spatial distribution and rates of millennial denudation at the scale of the entire Alpine mountain range. We therefore employ inversion techniques for converting in-situ $^{10}$Be concentrations measured in river sediments into catchment-wide denudation rates. We then assess whether the inferred spatial patterns in catchment-wide denudation can be explained by characteristic topographic metrics, environmental variables, and we explore to what extent this pattern can be linked to modern geologic rock uplift.

2. Material and methods

2.1. In-situ $^{10}$Be concentration and inferred catchment-wide denudation

Detrital $^{10}$Be concentrations available for Alpine rivers (i.e. whose sources are located within the European Alps and uplifted forelands), were compiled from the OCTOPUS database (Codilean et al., 2018; n = 293) and complemented with recently-published (Grischott et al., 2017b, Stutenbecker et al., 2018, Glaus et al., 2019; n = 44) and new (n = 38) data, totaling 375 catchments (Table S1, Fig. 1). Given the characteristic attenuation length of secondary cosmic-ray particles responsible for the in-situ production of $^{10}$Be, it is generally accepted that catchment-wide denudation rates integrate over the time period required to erode the uppermost c. 60 cm of Earth’s surface (e.g. von Blanckenburg, 2006). Therefore, our compilation of denudation rates for the European Alps generally yield millennial integration timescales. We will thus report catchment-wide denudation rates in “mm/ka” throughout the present study. These rates were all recalculated using the CAIRN algorithm (Mudd et al., 2016) following the same procedure as in Codilean et al. (2018) but in an original approach specific to the European Alps and described hereafter. Our calculations included a renormalization of measured $^{10}$Be concentrations to the 07KNSTD $^{10}$Be AMS standard (Nishizumi et al., 2007), and a $^{10}$Be half-life of 1.387 ± 0.012 Ma (Chmieleff et al., 2010; Korschinek et al., 2010). We have also considered the approximation of Brauchler et al. (2011) for the cosmogenic production pathways due to neutrons and muons, which yield a sea-level, high-latitude, total in-situ $^{10}$Be production rate of 4.3 atoms g$^{-1}$y$^{-1}$ once considered within the CAIRN algorithm. Local in-situ $^{10}$Be production rates were calculated at the scale of each catchment pixel using a 90-m resolution SRTM digital elevation model (DEM; Jarvis et al., 2008). This was accomplished using the time-independent Lal/ Stone scaling scheme (Stone, 2000) with an atmospheric pressure interpolation that results from the reanalysis of the NCEP2 data (Compo et al., 2011). Topographic shielding was estimated following the method of Codilean (2006) for horizontal and vertical scanning angles (i.e. θ = 8° and φ = 5°, respectively). We note that DiBiase (2018) recently suggested no need for topographic shielding correction when estimating catchment-wide denudation rates. In the European Alps, using a 90-m resolution DEM, the obtained topographic shielding correction factors are all above 0.90 with a median value of 0.96 (Table S1). Therefore, we agree with the outcomes of DiBiase in the sense that neglecting such a correction would only slightly change the inferred catchment-wide denudation rates without perturbing the spatial pattern. Omitting the topographic-shielding would result in faster rates that are generally within error of our calculations. We thus decided to maintain this correction, considering that our approach is rather conservative.

River catchments were delineated from the CAIRN algorithm procedure thereby using each individual sampling point coordinates as catchment outlet. Output results of these processing steps are reported as “raw” denudation rates in Table S1. Following the same procedure as in
Codilean et al. (2018), no correction was applied for possible quartz-content variability (i.e. mineral fertility) between catchment bedrock lithologies. We note that significant corrections were required in other mountainous regions such as the Andes where the spatial distribution of different lithological units is not random but often elevation-dependent (Carretier et al., 2015a). In the European Alps, however, we considered that (i) both catchments of previous studies and the newly-reported ones contain a dominating proportion of quartz-bearing lithologies and (ii) these lithologies are homogeneously distributed throughout the Alpine topography and do not show a systematic dependency with elevation (e.g. Kühni and Pfiffner, 2001; Schmid et al., 2004; Handy et al., 2010). In that sense, we consider that our selected approach does not significantly affect the quantification of catchment-wide denudation from riverine in-situ $^{10}$Be concentrations. However, we acknowledge that using a GIS-based database including quartz-fertility estimates for Alpine lithologies (e.g. building on the IGME 5000 database; Asch, 2005), could offer the basis for better evaluating the possible effect of quartz fertility on Alpine denudation rates in future research.

Both the topography and climate characteristics of the European Alps entail significant seasonal snowfalls and active modern glaciers that can affect the production of in-situ cosmogenic nuclides (e.g. Schildgen et al., 2005; Zweck et al., 2013; Delunel et al., 2014b). Shielding results in a decrease of in-situ cosmogenic nuclide production rates, with the consequence that denudation rates could be overestimated if snow and glacier cover are not accounted for. Shielding factors due to ice cover were determined by setting $^{10}$Be production rate to zero (e.g. Wittmann et al., 2007; Delunel et al., 2010) for areas covered by modern glaciers (database extracted from the Randolph Glacier Inventory; Pfeffer et al., 2014). Our modern-glacier correction factors vary from 1.0 (i.e. no glacier within the catchment) to 0.36, with 16th and 84th percentiles of 0.81 and 1.0, respectively. Shielding factors for snow cover were based on the combination of snow-thickness records available for the Swiss Alps (Auer, 2003) and snow-water equivalent (SWE) thickness for the French Alps (1958–2017; Durand et al., 1999, 2009). Snow-thickness data within the Swiss Alps were then converted to a SWE thickness using the empirical model of Jonas et al. (2009). Two datasets provide annual snow-water equivalent thicknesses for each 300-m elevation bin (Fig. 2). Given that both datasets yielded similar snow shielding factors (<3% difference) for altitudes between c. 1000 and 2400 m a.s.l., we regard them as representative of mean catchment elevations for our compilation. We thus combined them and produced an original dataset using a second-order polynomial function to estimate snow shielding factors (e.g. Schildgen et al., 2005) as a function of the mean catchment elevation (Fig. 2). The resulting snow shielding factors vary between 1.0 and 0.82, with 16th and 84th percentiles of 0.85 and 0.95, respectively. Combining the modern glacier coverage and seasonal snow-cover effect results in total shielding corrections of c. 10% (median). Such corrections are spatially highly variable, reaching up to c. 70% at maximum and with 16th and 84th percentiles of 7% to 29%, respectively. We report the resulting denudation rates in Table S1 as “corrected” denudation rates and use these values in the following sections for our investigation at the scale of the entire European Alps.

2.2. Landscape metrics, environmental variables and geodetic rock uplift

We aim to evaluate spatial relationships between catchment-wide denudation rates and (1) topographic, (2) environmental and (3) rock-uplift metrics over the entire Alps. To this extent, we have numerically processed the large databases in a geographic information system (GIS approach using ArcGIS and QGIS softwares).

![Fig. 1. Map of the European Alps showing the sample locations used in the compilation. Circles are color-coded relative to the inferred catchment-wide denudation rates. White-dashed box (width = 100 km) highlights the area considered as the core of the orogen whereas the white line represents the profile onto which the mean-catchment denudation rates are projected in Fig. 3B. Note that this transect across the Alps uses the same coordinates as in Sternai et al. (2019). Segments perpendicular to this line delimit the location of the Western, Central and Easter Alps, respectively. Purple line marks the extent of the Last Glacial Maximum ice extent as in Mey et al. (2016). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image-url)
Topographic analyses (Table S1) were conducted using the 90-m resolution SRTM DEM (Jarvis et al., 2008), which is available for the entire European Alps. All considered spatial datasets were added to a common GIS project using the UTM32 reference system. Basic topographic parameters such as the catchments’ drainage areas, mean elevations and mean slope angles were directly extracted within the CAIRN procedure (Mudd et al., 2016). Using GIS tools, we also calculated the geophysical relief (sensu, Small and Anderson, 1998) using a 5-km radius as proposed by Champagnac et al. (2007, 2014). Finally, we evaluated the relative abundance of basin slopes above 40°, as hillslopes with such topographic gradients can be considered as oversteepened and thus are prone to mass-wasting processes (DiBiase et al., 2012).

Environmental variables were extracted from different sources and are reported in Table S1. Bare-rock abundance within each individual catchment was estimated using the 100-m resolution CORINE Land Cover (CLC 2018, class 31) inventory. Modern mean annual precipitation (MAP) was derived from the EURO4M (1971–2008) c. 5-km resolution daily-precipitation grids (interpolated from >5000 daily rain gauge records) distributed within the European Alps (Isotta et al., 2014). Extremes in monthly precipitation were extracted from this same database and defined as the upper 99th percentile of monthly values (referred as “MM99P” thereafter and in Tables S1–S2). We then evaluated a “storminess” index from the precipitation datasets (i.e. the ratio between MM99P and a theoretical monthly precipitation rate derived from the MAP data) for each individual catchment; catchments affected by high-intensity and low-frequency rain episodes would yield relatively large (>2) index values. Mean annual runoff was estimated at first order as the product of drainage area and mean annual precipitation rate, thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considered runoff loss as being limited and not thereby not considering any possible loss due to water intake or evapotranspiration. We considere...
2.3. Statistical analyses and binning of data

As most of the extracted landscape/environmental metrics and catchment-wide denudation rates follow skewed rather than normal distributions, data are often reported as median (i.e. 50th percentile) together with the range bracketed by the 16th and 84th percentiles (Table S2). This range thereby represents c. 68% of the entire population, which is usually referred as 1e standard deviation for normally-distributed datasets. Most data being non-normally distributed, spatial relationships between catchment-wide denudation rates and catchment metrics were evaluated through non-parametric statistical tests (Kendall rank correlation coefficient and related p-value matrices) using in-built functions of the MATLAB software. Detailed outcomes of this analysis are reported in Table S2, where correlations were considered significant at p-values < 0.01 and with a Kendall-tau coefficient > 0.5. Correlation and p-values are shown in Table S2 for all data (n = 375) and also for different catchment groups, such as large catchments (> 100 km² (n = 145) or steep ones with mean slope angles above 30° (n = 42).

Given the large number of investigated catchments, we followed a binning approach with the aim of identifying the first-order processes or driving mechanisms at a rather large spatial scale, i.e. trying to step away from potential small-scale perturbations that may cause noise in such a large dataset. We thus binned the obtained data by catchment-averaged gradient classes, using an equal bin width of 30 m/km (c. 1.5° in average) over the entire range of topographic gradients in the Alps. With such an approach, we can calculate and report the mean and standard deviations of selected metrics for each catchment-averaged gradient bin. We selected this strategy to best illustrate how catchment-wide denudation and topographic, (paleo-)environmental, and geodetic metrics, depend at first order on mean catchment slope angle. We also performed sensitivity tests with bin widths of 15, 60 and 90 m/km (Figs. S1–S4 in Supplementary Material) to explore any possible bias introduced by binning the dataset in our analysis. In particular, according to Towers (2014), averaged values might somehow appear arbitrary for such bin selections (here catchment-averaged gradient bins) that contain a limited number of observations and data with a large scatter (as for the catchment-wide denudation dataset). An alternative statistical approach would be to extract the most probable central values for each of the selected variables through the analysis of a kernel-probability distribution within each gradient bin (e.g. Bowman and Azzalini, 1997). We thus conducted related tests by extracting the mode (i.e. the highest probable value) of these kernel probability distributions, and we compared the outcome values with the calculated arithmetic mean denudation value (Fig. S5 in Supplementary Material). We find that the kernel-derived modes and arithmetic means yield relatively similar results, with kernel-derived values remaining within the reported standard deviations of arithmetic means and thus consistently plotting near the 1:1 relationship. Therefore, we considered the catchment-wide denudation patterns and landscape/environmental metrics reported in this study to be statistically robust and meaningful for investigating first-order processes or large-scale driving mechanisms over the entire European Alps.

3. Results and interpretation

3.1. Spatial patterns of catchment-wide denudation

10Be-based catchment-wide denudation rates across the European Alps (Fig. 1) range from 1.4 mm/ka (“G01”; Thur river in NE-Switzerland; Buechi et al., 2014) to 7.585 mm/ka (“LS2014-14”; Illgraben catchment in SW-Switzerland; Stutenbecker et al., 2016). The whole Alpine dataset (see Table S1) shows a right-skewed distribution (Fig. 3A) with a median denudation rate of 414 mm/ka and 16th and 84th percentiles of 159 and 908 mm/ka, respectively. Converted into apparent ages, catchment-wide denudation rates integrate in general the latest c. 4 ka, while slowly-eroding catchments integrate longer timescales extending to the last 40 ka (Table S1). Alpine catchments for which averaged denudation rates exceed 1500 mm/ka (n = 7, <2% of the total population; Table S1) reveal from both field-mapping and satellite-imagery observations that erosion in these specific basins appears significantly affected by mass-wasting processes including recurrent debris flows. Such processes, which have been shown to significantly dilute the cosmogenic 10Be concentration in river sediments (e.g. Savi et al., 2014; Cruz Nunes et al., 2015; Stutenbecker et al., 2018), result in overestimated and temporally variable denudation rates (e.g. Köber et al., 2012). We decided, however, to keep all the compiled data within our compilation for our morphometric/environmental analysis since they are also important for understanding active geomorphic processes in the modern European Alps. Only two catchments known to be severely affected by mass-wasting events have not been considered in the following sections: the Illgraben (LS2014-14, Swiss Alps; Stutenbecker et al., 2016) and a very small debris-flow catchment (S09, Italian Alps; Savi et al., 2014), which were already characterized as outliers in the original publications.

The spatial distribution along the European Alps reveals that the highest density of catchment-wide denudation data as well as the largest observed variability are found in the Central Alps, whereas both data density and variability in denudation rates are lower in the Western and Eastern Alps (Fig. 3B). Along strike, catchment-wide denudation rates generally increase from the Western/Eastern Alpine margins towards the Central Alps where the highest rates are recorded (Fig. 3B, Table S1). Denudation rates for catchments outside the swath profile, i.e. mainly within the southern/northern foreland basins (Fig. 1), tend to be lower than for catchments located in the core of the Alps.

From a process and mechanical point-of-view, erosion and sediment transfer both on hillslopes and in channels should be controlled at first order by three individual and independent parameters that are (1) water runoff, (2) bedrock erosional resistance and (3) slope angle (e.g., Tucker and Slingerland, 1994, 1997). In the following sections, we thus explore the possible relationships between catchment-wide denudation rates and precipitation, water runoff, bedrock erosional resistance (using lithology-based erodibility map as a first-order proxy; Kühl and Pfiffner, 2001), before investigating relationships with slope angle and other landscape/environmental metrics.

3.2. Denudation, precipitation/runoff and bedrock erosional resistance

Previous studies conducted along the northern foothills of the Alps have illustrated that precipitation (Frei and Schär, 1998), but also catchment-wide denudation rates (e.g. Wittmann et al., 2007), present distinct dependencies to orographic conditions. Furthermore, precipitation and associated runoff have been shown to exert a first-order control on erosion and sediment transport patterns at the scale of individual Alpine massifs and drainage catchments (e.g. Cittenden et al., 2014). However, at the scale of the entire Alps our correlation tests (Table S2) suggest that such relationships are weak or non-existent. Using a data-binning approach for MAP and runoff climatic variables (Fig. 4), we have explored whether these parameters can somehow explain the observed variability in catchment-wide denudation across the Alps. Interestingly, while binned catchment-wide denudation rates are independent of precipitation (MAP), there seems to exist a threshold in annual precipitation (i.e. > 2100 mm, Fig. 4A) with a step increase in catchment-wide denudation rates. Although this observed increase is statistically not significant, it might also likely be biased due to the spatial locations of the related dataset involved in this increase. In particular, these data mainly stem from the eastern part of the Bernese Oberland and upstream part of the Rhone catchment, where 2/3 of the considered data is actually collected in the framework of a long-term monitoring of a debris-flow catchment (Köber et al., 2012). Finally, we observe a gradual increase in catchment-wide denudation with annual runoff (Fig. 4B) until ~10 km³, followed by a clear drop in denudation rate for higher runoff values. Such an observation can be
linked to a possible threshold effect in catchment size, where erosion decreases for large (and generally low-lying) catchments (also reported for the Central Alps sub-region by Wittmann et al., 2007). However, we stress that all these qualitative observations and possible relationships are statistically not significant (Table S2). Therefore we do not consider that modern climate and related parameters (i.e. MAP or storminess index and runoff) have a significant predictive power on catchment-wide denudation and landscape dynamics, at least at the scale of the Alpine mountain belt and for the timescales integrated by our database (Table S1).

Bedrock lithology, and its associated erosional resistance, has long been shown to strongly condition the erosional magnitude and the nature of hillslope processes such as hillslope creep or mass failure processes (e.g., Gilbert, 1877; Davis, 1899; Stock and Montgomery, 1996; Hurst et al., 2013). At the scale of individual Alpine catchments, such lithology-dependent processes leave distinct signals in the lithological composition of river bedload and suspension loads (Glaus et al., 2019) and in the riverine detrital concentrations of in-situ $^{10}$Be (Van den Berg et al., 2012; Cruz Nunes et al., 2015; Koher et al., 2019). However, our compilation of in-situ $^{10}$Be in stream sediments at the scale of the entire European Alps documents that lithology does not appear to exert a first-order control on the $^{10}$Be-based denudation rate patterns, following previously-reported observations at a large scale (e.g. Norton et al., 2011; Salcher et al., 2014). In particular, the lowest denudation rates (below c. 250 mm/ka) are obtained for catchments situated in sedimentary foreland basins surrounding the Alpine orogen where the clastic sedimentary lithologies are assigned to the highest erodibility (Kühni and Pfiffner, 2001). In contrast, highest denudation rates are found in the core of the Alps where crystalline bedrock lithologies (gneiss and granites) are considered to offer the highest resistance to erosion. From a rock-mechanical point of view, these lithologies can also sustain topographic slopes up to 60° provided that bedrock is not dissected by weakness zones such as faults, fractures and schist planes, and that the pore space is not saturated with water (e.g., Schlunegger et al., 2013). Alternatively, as we further explore below, this observed pattern could be explained by the glacial overprint on the Alpine topography, with the core of the Alps hosting steep and high-relief catchments, while the forelands are relatively flat.

### 3.3. Denudation rates and slopes

Our previous observations resulted in excluding the direct role of precipitation, runoff (Table S2) and bedrock erodibility in controlling the observed distribution of denudation at the scale of the Alps. We thus explored slope as a potential first-order driver. Plotting catchment-wide denudation against mean catchment slope (Fig. 5) reveals that there is no clear trend in the overall dataset. Correlation parameters point towards a significant, yet rather weak relationship (Table S2). It appears, however, that both the intensity and the variability in measured denudation rates and their variability tend to significantly drop. Despite an apparent noisy signal when looking at the dataset as a whole, a general relationship between denudation rates and slopes appears more clearly with our binning approach using 30-m/km gradient classes (Fig. 5) or any of the other tested bin-widths (Fig. S1). In particular, Fig. 5 shows that binned denudation increases linearly with mean slope angle up to c. 25°–30° (grey area in Fig. 5). Above this threshold, denudation rates and their variability tend to significantly drop. Despite an apparent noisy signal when looking at the dataset as a whole, a general relationship between denudation rates and slopes appears more clearly with our binning approach using 30-m/km gradient classes (Fig. 5) or any of the other tested bin-widths (Fig. S1). In particular, Fig. 5 shows that binned denudation increases linearly with mean slope angle up to c. 25°, and then appears to rise non-linearly up to c. 30°, where averaged denudation rates reach 700–750 mm/ka. Monte-Carlo simulations conducted with a diffusive-transport model (Montgomery and Brandon, 2002) clearly underline the non-linear evolution of catchment-averaged denudation rates until a slope angle of 30°. Beyond that threshold slope, catchment-wide denudation rates significantly drop to c. 500 mm/ka on average. In addition, for slope angles >30°
denudation rates clearly depart from the simulated diffusive-transport model (Fig. 5). Based on this observed pattern, we decided to group our dataset into two catchment subpopulations (type I and type II, inset in Fig. 5). Type-I catchments \( (n = 329) \) are characterized by slopes \(<30^\circ\), where denudation and slope are positively correlated and follow a diffusive-transport law. Type-I basins can further be subdivided into type-Ia catchments \( (n = 168) \) where denudation rates generally bracket c. 100–400 mm/ka (25\textsuperscript{th} and 75\textsuperscript{th} percentile, respectively; see Fig. 5 and Table S3) and increase linearly with slope angles until 25\(^{\circ}\). Accordingly, type-Ib basins \( (n = 165) \) have slopes between 25\(^{\circ}\) and 30\(^{\circ}\), averaged denudation rates reach their maximum values (c. from 400 to 1000 mm/ka) and increase non-linearly with slope. Type-II basins \( (n = 40) \) have mean catchment slopes \( >30^\circ \) and display averaged denudation rates between c. 300 and 650 mm/ka (25\textsuperscript{th} and 75\textsuperscript{th} percentile, respectively).

3.4. Morphometric data, environmental variables and slopes

Following our classification into three slope-dependent catchment types (Fig. 5), we further evaluate the possible inter-relationships between mean catchment slope angles, denudation rates, and other landscape metrics or environmental variables (Fig. 6). Mean catchment slope distribution reveals a clear linkage to the mean catchment elevation
Most type-II catchments (>30°) tend to be located at high elevations, i.e. between 1500 m to 2500 m a.s.l. (mean catchment elevation), although these metrics appear weakly correlated to each other for that catchment type (Table S2). The 1500-2500-m elevation range has been considered to overlap with the Equilibrium Line Altitude (LGM-ELA) and possibly during earlier glaciations due to the complexities that are related to the positioning of the ELA, both in space and time (e.g. Ivy-Ochs et al., 2008; Salcher et al., 2013; Schlunegger and Norton, 2013; Mey et al., 2016; Višnjević et al., 2020). On contrary, type-Ia catchments (<25°) display a consistent linear trend between mean catchment elevation and slope, with overall elevations lower than c. 2000 m a.s.l. Interestingly, for type-Ib catchments, mean elevation appears to be negatively correlated to mean slope (Fig. 6A). In summary, a significant transition appears between type-Ia and Ib while mean catchment elevation for type-Ib and type-II basins falls in the same range (Fig. 6A, Table S3). A similar pattern also emerges for the 5-km geophysical relief (Fig. 6B), which generally increases from 100 to c. 1300 m with mean catchment slopes. Mean geophysical relief does increase linearly with slope for type-Ia catchments, while it tends to slightly decrease with slope for type-Ib basins. For type-II catchments, similar to type-Ib ones, geophysical relief stabilizes at c. 1000 m and does not significantly change with increasing slope (Fig. 6B, Table S2). A clear different pattern emerges when investigating the proportion of >40° hillslopes within each catchment type. Type-Ia catchments show a typically-low and spatially homogeneous abundance of >40° downhill slopes (i.e. around 15%, Fig. 6C), while this parameter increases non-linearly for type-Ib and -II catchments, reaching up to c. 40% in relative extent for steep slopes (Fig. 6C; Table S2).

Concerning environmental parameters, we observe a sharp difference in the relative abundance of bare-rock exposure between catchment types (Fig. 6D) with values <5% for type-Ia catchments (extensive soil and vegetation cover associated to non-consolidated sediment material) while reaching up to 35–40% for type-II catchments. Within type-Ib catchments, land cover is highly variable with a marked transition from soil/vegetation cover to bare-rock exposure (Fig. 6D). Finally, we also evaluated the potential topographic imprint of glaciations using the LGM ice thickness (Fig. 6E) and the catchment proportion above the LGM-ELA (Fig. 6E), thereby acknowledging the uncertainties that are associated with ELA reconstructions, as outlined above. While the LGM ice cover was generally >100 m thick in main type-Ia catchments, average LGM ice thickness exceeded 300–400 m for type-Ib and -II catchments (Fig. 6E). Moreover, type-Ib and -II catchments have a high relative proportion of catchment area above the LGM-ELA (>80%), while type-IIa catchments have generally mean elevations that are lower
than the LGM-ELA (<50–60%). The transition between the catchment types is well marked for this environmental parameter (Fig. 6F).

While it appears difficult to disentangle clear statistical relationships between catchment-wide denudation rates and topographic metrics or environmental variables when considering the dataset as a whole, a clearer pattern emerges from our binning approach that allows partitioning the dataset into 3 slope-dependent catchment types. In particular, it seems that there is a general and rather linear increase for both topographic metrics (Fig. 6A–B) and environmental variables (Fig. 6D–F) with mean slope angle from type-Ia to type-Ib catchments. This observed trend is then followed by a relative stabilization or slight decrease for the different metric characteristics for type-II catchments. This general picture does not apply for the relative amount of slope area that are larger than 100 km

### 3.5. Geodetic rock uplift and denudation

We explore the relationship between geodetic rock uplift and 10Be-based denudation rates across the European Alps. We note here that because geodetic uplift has been repeatedly measured on fixed reference points (see Sternai et al., 2019 for details), these measurements record the movement of the upper crust relative to a reference station. These rates can thus be considered as the vertical velocity of bedrock, or rock uplift. We therefore test whether rock uplift at the scale of the Alps is in equilibrium with millennial denudation. Considering the entire dataset from all catchments (i.e. type-I and type-II), mean geodetic rock uplift shows a general yet rather weak correlation with catchment-wide denudation (Table S2, Fig. 7). However, when considering type-II catchments only, mean geodetic rock uplift appears independent from catchment denudation (Table S2 and Fig. 7), while a possible correlation appears much clearer and statistically significant when considering catchments that are larger than 100 km² (Table S2). In addition, specific relationships between geodetic rock uplift and denudation are likely spatially variable (Fig. 7) although our compilation is largely dominated by catchments within the Central Alps where such a possible relationship between geodetic rock uplift and denudation seems less evident. In any case, one striking observation is that most of the data (c. 80% of the catchments) plot above the 1:1 line, suggesting the occurrence of a general net surface uplift (as defined by England and Molnar, 1990) in the European Alps. We tried to estimate the magnitude of such surface uplift by comparing denudation/rock uplift pairs (inset in Fig. 7). Accordingly, we first estimated the relative probability of surface uplift occurrence at a 0.1-mm/a resolution within the range from −2.0 to

![Relationship between mean catchment geodetic rock uplift](image_url)
+2.5 mm/a and also fitted a kernel distribution to the calculated surface uplift. For each defined Alpine region, the individual probability was then converted into a cumulative probability. Our results (inset in Fig. 7) further illustrate the spatial differences between Alpine regions, where the Central Alps widely show the occurrence of surface uplift (i.e. for c. 90% of studied catchments), while this picture is more dispersed for the Western (50%) and Eastern Alps (35%).

4. Discussion

Our compilation of 375 catchments throughout the European Alps has revealed that \(^{10}\)Be-based denudation rates, landscape metrics, environmental variables and geodetic rock-uplift rates are generally interconnected with a high spatial variability (Figs. 1 and 3, Table S1). More interestingly, a functional relationship between slope and denudation emerges from the dataset with the occurrence of a slope threshold at around 25–30° (Fig. 5). This threshold is maintained for different landscape and environmental metrics (Fig. 6), and is most prominent when partitioning the dataset between type-Ia (mean catchment slope < 25°), type-Ib (25–30°) and type-II (>30°) catchments (section 3.3). Finally, we observed a specific yet spatially variable pattern between mean geodetic rock uplift and catchment-wide denudation, where c. 80% of the studied catchments (mainly located in the Central Alps) show apparent surface uplift over millennial timescales (Fig. 7). We discuss below our results in terms of (1) a general erosion model for the entire European Alps, (2) possible hypotheses for the occurrence of type-I catchments, and finally (3) the implications for our understanding of the Late-Pleistocene Alpine topographic evolution under external and internal forcing.

4.1. General erosion model: Type-I catchments

Type-I catchments, which are characterized by mean catchment slopes <30°, constitute by far the largest group in our compilation (c. 90%, 333 catchments in total, Tables S1–S3). As such we consider these catchments as representative for inferring a general erosion model at the scale of the European Alps. For these catchments, the above-explored relationships reveal a significant control of topographic slope on mean catchment denudation (Fig. 5, Table S2). Landscape metrics and environmental variables such as the abundance of bare rock or the basin proportion above the LGM-ELA are also showing a positive correlation with slope (Fig. 6). In general, denudation in type-I catchments can be described using the empirical model proposed by Montgomery and Brandon (2002) and adapted here from a non-linear diffusion erosion mechanism (e.g. Andrews and Bucknam, 1987; Roering et al., 1999) where denudation rates increase non-linearly with slope angle until a threshold (usually referred as the critical slope). A similar functional relationship has already been reported for the Swiss Alps (Norton et al., 2010) and also for different orogens across the world, in particular, the Olympic Mountains (Montgomery and Brandon, 2002), the San Bernardino (Binney et al., 2007) and San Gabriel mountains (DiBiase et al., 2010), the Himalayas (Ouimet et al., 2009) and the western Andean margin of Peru and northern Chile (e.g. Carretier et al., 2013; Reber et al., 2017). Such a non-linear diffusive erosion mechanism likely requires either a pre-existing regolith cover (e.g., LGM till, para/periglacial deposits) or other type of non-consolidated material at low elevations for the European Alps, or equilibrium conditions between soil production and erosion (e.g. Heimath et al., 1997). Such a regolith cover is indeed available in all type-Ia basins with non-consolidated materials mantling significant proportions of the landscape (Fig. 6D, Tables S2–S3). In such a system, landscape erosion and sediment evacuation are accomplished through a continuous down-slope directed transport of the regolith cover over \(10^3–10^5\) years timescales where the material flux is predicted to correlate positively and linearly with hillslope gradient (e.g., Tucker and Slingerland, 1997; Schlunegger et al., 2013). This mechanism has been primarily proposed for non-linear hillslope diffusion (e.g., Roering et al., 1999) and finally results, at a larger scale, in the exponential relationship between denudation and mean catchment slope for type-I catchments (Fig. 5). Under these conditions, eroded regolith is thus continuously replaced by on-going silicate weathering (e.g., Norton et al., 2016), possibly supported by a positive feedback with vegetation cover (Larsen et al., 2014). We thus propose that the \(^{10}\)Be-derived denudation rates for type-I catchments reflect the combination of regolith replenishment through weathering processes and the down-slope material transport from hillslopes to river channels. This is especially true for type-Ia catchments, while type-Ib catchments are situated at generally higher elevations/lower vegetation cover (Fig. 6). These catchments start to deviate from a linear relationship between catchment denudation and slope by showing a significant non-linear increase in denudation between 25 and 30° (Fig. 5) when approaching the critical slope (30°). Type-Ia catchments are overall situated below the LGM-ELA and are thus in a position to host glacial till or other periglacial deposits constituting a ‘special’ regolith with non-consolidated material. Admittedly, type-Ib basins also host glacial and periglacial material (e.g. rock glaciers, scree deposits, alluvial and debris flow fans and other types of non-consolidated materials), as shown by detailed mapping in e.g., the Italian (e.g., Scotti et al., 2013; Savi et al., 2014, 2015) and French Alps (Delunel et al., 2014a). However, our analysis has illustrated that type-Ib hillslopes preferentially expose bedrock compared to type-Ia basins, which indicates that non-consolidated materials are likely less available for mobilization at higher elevation (Fig. 6, Table S3). Furthermore, the relatively low elevations of type-Ia catchments also favour silicate weathering, possibly promoted by the existing vegetation cover. Precipitation rates in the European Alps are high enough for the establishment of a vegetation cover on hillslopes provided that a soil or regolith is present, which is actually expected given the relatively low denudation rates (Norton et al., 2014). Therefore, because precipitation appears not to be a rate-limiting factor for regolith production and erosion in the European Alps, as observed in other settings (e.g. Mandal et al., 2015), this could explain the absence of a clear correlation between modern climate variables and catchment-averaged denudation rates.

4.2. Beyond threshold: Type-II catchments

Type-II catchments (40 catchments, Tables S1–S3) have higher mean catchment elevations within the range of LGM-ELA (Fig. 6E and F), and they also tend to be smaller in size than the type-I catchments (Table S3). Moreover, we have observed no significant correlation between denudation and landscape, environmental and geodetic metrics for these oversteepened catchments (Figs. 5, 6 and 7 and Table S2). The only striking observation for type-II catchments is that while mean slopes increase further, denudation rates stay constant or even decrease (Fig. 5). Based on these results, we propose that erosion and sediment transfer are governed by highly stochastic processes such as debris flows, landslides and hillslope mass-failure where the corresponding recurrent time intervals strongly vary and heavily depend on site-specific conditions (see Bovis and Jakob, 199; for debris flows; and Korup et al., 2010, for landslides). It has been shown that for very steep catchments, \(^{10}\)Be concentration measured in fine-sand sediments may underestimate the denudation rate if landsliding generate a large proportion of coarse material (Carretier et al., 2015b; Lukper et al., 2017; van Dongen et al., 2019). Accordingly, it may be possible that with an increasing proportion of coarse material generated in steeper catchments, fine-sand sediments may appear less appropriate to infer a correct denudation rate. However, we cannot evaluate these effects with our present dataset and quantitatively assess this potential bias. This would indeed need further research beyond the scope of the present study. Alternatively, for landsliding and particularly for large rock-avalanche events, the corresponding recurrent time intervals could also exceed the time scale captured by cosmogenic \(^{10}\)Be in riverine sediments (e.g. Marc et al., 2019). These processes have been shown to
leave highly transient signals in the landscape such as hillslopes that may be poorly connected with the drainage network (Korup et al., 2010). The combination of these effects results in a perturbation of the detrital cosmogenic nuclides’ signals because of their stochastic nature (Clapuyt et al., 2019), thereby inducing a potential bias in the apparent denudation rates as effective denudation rates are possibly underestimated (Yanites et al., 2009). Such underestimates may be illustrated by our 10Be-derived denudation rates for type-II catchments (Fig. 5). However, we observe this specific behaviour for type-II catchments not only for denudation rates (Fig. 5), but a clear transition also exists in the landscape and topographic metrics for type-II catchments (Fig. 6). While topographic relief and bedrock abundance is similar between type-Ib and type-II catchments (Fig. 6B,D), the proportion of oversteepened reaches (> 40°) increases significantly (Fig. 6C) whereas the estimated LGM ice thickness decreases (Fig. 6E). We interpret these patterns of topographic conditions and denudation rates as an expression of the reinforcement of the stochastic nature of erosion where (periglacial) slope processes are dominant. Alternatively, such oversteepened catchments may also reflect transient topographic conditions, with high slopes and low denudation rates inherited from glacial imprint that are not re-adjusted to post-glacial hillslope and fluvial conditions. We thus propose that repeated carving and valley widening during Quaternary glaciations (e.g. Valla et al., 2011) has resulted in a high connectivity between U-shaped valleys and the low-elevation hillslopes due to downward curving of the valley flanks. On the other hand, glacial carving is likely to have caused a partial decoupling between hillslopes, sediment reservoirs and streams above the ELA where steepened to oversteepened hillslopes alternate with local depressions, cirques and steps over short distances. Salcher et al. (2014) proposed that the relationships between landscape forms, channel metrics and erosional mechanisms were strongly conditioned by glacial erosion during the LGM and previous glaciations. Fluvial processes dominate catchment erosion at (mean catchment) elevations below the LGM ELA by imposing the local base level and regulating the sediment transfer, which results in denudation rates increasing with slope and drainage density. However such relationships break down for catchment elevations above the ELA (Fig. 6).

Understanding the main drivers for the erosional pattern in the 40 type-II catchments requires further analyses of site-specific conditions, including a detailed inventory of non-consolidated material in these basins, an assessment of the connectivity between these sediment reservoirs and the trunk channel network, and an investigation of local precipitation patterns or other modern climate variable (e.g., frost-cracking processes, Delunel et al., 2010). In addition, Mair et al. (2019, 2020) focused on a type-II setting in the Central Alps, and reported that understanding the denudation mechanisms and rates for oversteepened landscapes requires the consideration of site-specific bedrock properties (i.e. spacing and orientation of fractures, faults, and schistosity) together with the slope orientation (insolation and associated temperature conditions). Such field of research has yet been poorly investigated, particularly for the European Alps: bedrock with a homogenous lithologic fabric such as limestones and granites may be capable to sustain slopes as steep as 60°, even at steady state, considering rock-mechanical aspects (Schlunegger et al., 2013). Indeed, settings where bedrock without any fault, fracture or foliation and with very low pore-fluid pressure ratio would, in theory, break at slope angles up to 60° if deviatoric stresses exceed a threshold. As a consequence, under such circumstances where bedrock is massive and dry, over-steepened hillslopes can be stable over millennia without failing, as recently shown for the Lauterbrunnen valley, Bernese Alps of Switzerland (Mohajer et al., 2020). Finally our results for type-II catchments could also witness the lithological impact on denudation rates, with the high erosional resistance of plutonic rocks (e.g. granites) modulating denudation rates in a context where fast and efficient erosional processes would be expected based on landscape/environmental metrics (e.g. Molnar et al., 2007; Scharf et al., 2013).

4.3. Late-Pleistocene dynamics of the European Alps

A close correlation between modern rock uplift and millennial catchment denudation was reported for the Central Alps by Wittmann et al. (2007) and further investigated by Champagnac et al. (2009). Such relationship, where sub-region datasets within the Alps have shown a ratio of 0.83 between rock uplift and denudation, has suggested that modern uplift follows the Alpine isostatic response to long-term erosional unloading and topographic evolution (e.g. Champagnac et al., 2007, 2009; Norton et al., 2011). Our Alpine dataset also reveals an apparent link between rock uplift and denudation, yet with a large scatter (Fig. 7). We explain this difference by the larger dataset employed here, which not only allows us to disclose the existing correlation between uplift and denudation at the scale of the Alps, but it also unravels spatial variations in denudation rates and more interestingly that overall rock uplift rates outpace denudation rates in the European Alps (Fig. 7).

Additional geodynamic mechanisms have also been proposed to explain the spatial patterns in rock uplift across the European Alps: (1) the crustal response to post-LGM ice melting (e.g. Norton and Hampel, 2010; Mey et al., 2016), (2) mantle upwelling (Sternai et al., 2019) and (3) mantle delamination particularly beneath the Western (Baran et al., 2014; Fox et al., 2015) or the Eastern Alps (e.g. Genser et al., 2007). Our 10Be-derived denudation dataset allows to illustrate these mechanisms at work. In particular, although both rock uplift and catchment denudation are spatially highly variable, rock-uplift rates are in general higher than spatially averaged denudation rates, thereby pointing to the occurrence of a surface-uplift signal across most of the Alps. We can further precise this geodynamic picture given the spatial extent and resolution of our dataset: while the Western Alps appear roughly in “equilibrium” between denudation and uplift, the Central Alps appear to rise up significantly, and the Eastern Alps appear to experience a topographic decay (Fig. 7).

The observed surface uplift patterns cannot be explained by an isostatic response to glacial and erosional unloading alone, mainly because the largest signal would be expected in the Eastern Alps where the glacial cover was thickest (Mey et al., 2016) and where long-term erosional unloading is significant (Sternai et al., 2012). We therefore propose to relate the surface-uplift pattern, and especially the significant surface uplift for the Central Alps, to the deep crustal/mantle structures and associated geodynamic processes underneath the European Alps. Seismo-tomographic analyses have shown that the subducted European lithospheric mantle slab, whose loads have been considered as the major driving force for the Alpine tectonic development including uplift of crustal material (Kissling and Schlunegger, 2018), is still attached to the European plate beneath the Central Alps, while it has been delaminated beneath the Western and Eastern Alps (Lippitsch et al., 2003), although this issue is still being discussed for the Western Alps (Zhao et al., 2015). In this context, we can imagine that the Central Alps would still experience active surface uplift and orogenic as well as topographic growth, whereas these processes would have ceased in the Western and Eastern Alps, where uplift would mainly occur through an isostatic response to surface unloading.

5. Summary and conclusions

We compiled published and original in-situ 10Be concentrations measured in river sediments at the scale of the entire European Alps and inverted this dataset into catchment-averaged denudation rates following a homogenized protocol. While lithology and precipitation controls cannot be identified, or at least play a minor role on catchment denudation at the scale of the entire Alps, a related influence of these variables has been proposed by previous studies at the scale of individual basins or Alpine sub-regions. Our results reveal a rather high spatial variability in catchment denudation across the European Alps, with no clear influence of modern climate but a first-order control of
topographic relationship on denudation rates. We further explored the functional relationship between denudation and slope, and grouped the analyzed basins into two categories. Type-I basins represent the large majority (>90% of our entire dataset) and are generally located at elevations lower than the LGM-ELA. They are characterized by soil-mantled hillslopes, mean catchment slope < 30°. In addition, catchment denudation follows non-stochastic, slope-dependent non-linear diffusion erosion-mechanisms where eroded hillslope material is continuously replaced by regolith produced through weathering. In contrast, type-II basins are less frequent and occur across the entire Alps at generally higher elevations. They present a larger abundance of exposed bedrock and are oversteepened with mean hillslope angles > 30°. We propose that type-II catchment denudation, which is occurring at relatively low rates given the oversteepened nature of the topography, has been accomplished by large but infrequent mass wasting processes. For these processes, the corresponding recurrent time intervals could thus exceed the time scale captured by in-situ cosmogenic 10Be, which potentially adds a bias to any quantitative interpretation in terms of denudation rates. Furthermore, these highly stochastic processes are likely to leave transient signals in the landscape with inherited high slopes from glacial stages and a potential rupture of the sediment connectivity between hillslopes and the drainage network, in turn reducing denudation efficiency at the catchment scale where oversteepened slopes could maintain under specific bedrock conditions. Since the Alpine landscape has recorded Pleistocene climatic oscillations and associated switches between glacial/interglacial conditions, we consider that the millennial catchment-denudation pattern is reflecting the geomorphic response to the glacial impact on the Alpine topography. We should also note that human activities, such as river regulation, water abstraction and other landscape-management processes, do likely affect the signal in cosmogenic 10Be since these have operated over timescales recorded in our database. Human controls on denudation are indeed important, but we lack quantitative constraints on these variables and see the need for further specific research in this direction.

Finally, using the large dataset across the European Alps, we have also shown that geodetic rock uplift (modern timescale) is overall correlated with millennial catchment denudation, yet with high scatter and spatial variability. More importantly, rock uplift exceeds denudation. This is particularly the case for the Central Alps where the vertical bedrock movements through tectonic forcing have not been fully compensated by erosion over Late-Pleistocene timescales. We use this observation to suggest the Central Alps experience active surface uplift.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.earscirev.2020.103407.
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